
IT'S TIME TO REBOOT THIS SYSTEMIT'S TIME TO REBOOT THIS SYSTEMIT'S TIME TO REBOOT THIS SYSTEM

Solution
World’s 1st Decentralized, Cross-Chain 
Data Brokerage Technology Platform

Tokenomics <> Roadmap

1st place

As we enter the Web3 and Metaverse era;
Itheum unlocks data silos and generates
new value for your data

1st party data brokers (global tech giants
like Google & Facebook) and 3rd party
data brokers like Equifax hold over 3000
data points on each one of us. 

Data Brokers are entering the Metaverse

They trade this data in shadow data markets
in an industry valued at over 200 billion
dollars - and you (The Data Creator) have no
way to opt-out or equally participate.

These data brokers are now entering the Web3 and Metaverse platforms and their
data hoarding practices will continue...

Ready For Mass Adoption
Our "Sexy & Viral" Data Metaverse features will

make data ownership technology mainstream

Backed By

NFMe ID Avatars
"Non-Fungible Me" ID is a data avatar that

exists as an evolving "soulbound" NFT
backed by your personal data

Data NFT
Mint selected personal datasets

as NFTs and trade these in
secondary markets

Greenroom protocol
A metaverse data interoperability

layer that enables cross-metaverse
exploration via data backed avatars

Data Coalition DAO
Align to these DAOs and sell your

data in bulk or stake and farm with a
DAO and earn value

ITHEUM.IOITHEUM.IOITHEUM.IO

Traction
Crypto + web2 tech (Grants <> hackathons <> competitions)

2nd place finalist

Deployed to following testnets

TOKEN ALLOCATION

web2 + web3 Data Onramp

Data Trade + Token Swaps
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Max Supply
1,000,000,000

itheum.io twitter.com/itheum t.me/itheum itheum.io/discord itheum.medium.com

Founding team

Mark Paul | Founder / CEO
Over 20 years of experience building large
scale data, AI, blockchain and distributed
software for the government, multinational
& startups sectors

Praveen Paul | Co-Founder / COO
Over 20 years of experience in running start-
up operations globally with vast exposure to
data intense industries such as hospitality
and engineering


